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Introduction
SEEG (stereoencephalography) electrode placement
methods include frame based, frameless, and
robotic systems. We aim to evaluate the accuracy of
electrode implantation using the FHC multi-oblique
microTargeting platform without use of a rigid
insertion cannula.
Methods
-182 depth electrodes were implanted in 13 patients
who underwent SEEG using the multi-oblique
microTargeting platform and Ad-Tech depth
electrodes without a rigid guide cannula.
-MATLAB utilized to evaluate targeting accuracy. 3
manual coordinate measurements averaged with
high inter-rater reliability.
-Measurements:
• Lateral entry point localization error (LEPLE)perpendicular distance from entry point to
planned trajectory
• Lateral target point localization error (LTPLE)perpendicular distance from target point to
planned trajectory
• Total target point localization error (TPLE)Euclidean distance between actual and planned
target point
• Target point depth- vertical side of right
triangle composed of LTPLE (side) and TPLE
(hypotenuse).
• Entry angle- between planned trajectory and
skull
• Skull thickness

Discussion
Angle of entry
Decreased angle of entry leads to significant
increases in TPLE (coefficient -.068, SE .026,
p=.010), LTPLE (coefficient -.084, SE .025,
p=.001), and LEPLE (coefficient -.027, SE .011,
p=.017).
Skull thickness
Increased skull thickness leads to increased LEPLE
(coefficient .123, SE .036, p=.001).
Length of electrode
Increased length of electrode leads to increased
LTPLE (coefficient .065, SE 017, p=.047).
Time since first operation
No correlation between the number of days since the
first operation and any error measurement.
Conclusions
- Utilization of the FHC multi-oblique microTargeting
platform without the use of insertion cannulae is
safe, effective and accurate for placement of SEEG
electrodes
-We recommend avoidance of acute trajectory
angles for maximal targeting accuracy.
Learning Objectives
By the conclusion of this session, participants should
be able to 1) Describe the utility of the FHC
microTargeting platform without rigid insertion
cannula and 2) Discuss factors predictive of
improved electrode targeting accuracy

